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  Embassy of the People's Republic of China in the Kingdom of Norway 
and

China Disabled Persons' Federation, 
in co-operation with

Sunnaas Rehabilitation Hospital & Sunnaas Foundation 
collectively hold

the "One World   One Dream"  
Performance & Reception

May 21st, 2007 at 19:00
At Nobel Peace Center, Oslo ( Vestbanehallen )

Artistic Activity

Film presentation My Dream
Angel of Life (Some Sunny Night ) performed by the artists both from China and Norway

Performance by China Disabled People's Performing Art Troupe

Speech

Contact Person:
Norway:  Kristina Jensen

Tel: +47 66 96 93 78

Email: Kristina.Jensen@sunnaas.no

   Professor Ole Danbolt Mjos

 Chairman of Norwegian Nobel Committee

Ms. Gao Jian 

Ambassador of the People's Republic of China 

in the Kingdom of Norway

Technical Supporters 
Dinamo AS (Norway)

Uniart Production  (Austria)

Sinonordic Co.,Ltd AS (China / Norway)
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Condensed  Opera-Musical   

Angel of Life ( Some Sunny Night )
PROLOGUE
In 1993, a Chinese boy Mark Wang survived an aircrash at the age of twelve, and was 
paralyzed in both legs.
Ketil Moe himself suffered from a serious lung-disease and had his lung transplanted. 
With unswerving will, he believed that the impossible can be possible and became the 
"marathon-hero" of Norway.

AKT 1  Angel of Life
In 1997, Her Majesty Queen Sonja of Norway visited China and authorized the 
Royal Scholarship to Mark Wang, inviting him to study in Red Cross United World 
College in Norway. The Queen told Ketil Moe about her trip to China, and asked 
him to encourage Mark Wang with his own story.

AKT 2  Run for Life
With the concern of the Queen and the encouragement of Ketil Moe, Mark Wang 
learned to walk with crutches, and "Run for Life".

AKT 3  Our Dream
In 1999, Mark Wang won � gold medals in the 36th World Handicapped People 
Skiing Competition. The Queen received Mark Wang and Ketil Moe, they sang 
together the song Our Dream: Our dream will keep on crossing limits, will keep on 
being free, will keep on reaching higher; our dream is filled with joyful spirit, filled 
with peaceful fire.

To Mark Wang,
I hope your dreams will come through, and that you will be able to “Hold up the  
Blue Sky of Life” for many years to come. You are yourself such an excellent example 
for other disabled persons; they will look at to you with admiration, and follow in your 
footsteps! Good luck!   
                                                                          May 30th, �00�
                                                               
                                                                               

 Sonja

Queen Sonja of Norway
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He is also educated in music at the University of Oslo,Conservatory of Trondheim and 
Norwegian School of Performing Arts(Bårdar).
He has composed and performed the film-music for the 18-episodes TV-series about Mark 
Wang and Ketil Moe, broadcasted on China Central Television from �003, still re-running in 
China, and produced music for Norwegian Brodacasting, NRK “Fakta på lørdag”. 
He received the Nesodden Culture Award �004, and performed in several operas and musicals 
from an early age, such as “The Magic Flute”,“Carmen”, “The Mikadoh”, “Sound of Music”, 
“Oliver!”, “BugsyMalone”,“Jesus Christ Superstar”, “Det gode landet” and “Gummi-Tarzan”.
Thomas has also given Norwegian voice to several Disney-productions.
He has released several CD’s, such as “Angel of life”, featuringBeijing Aiyue Symphony 
Orchestra, “Colony”, “Three Generations” 1& �, “En julefortelling”, “En søndagsfortelling”  
and “Perfect harmony”.

Thomas Stanghelle has composed and written all the music and 
lyrics for “Some Sunny Night/Our Dream”, and in this Olympic 
version he plays the tenor-part as “Ketil Moe”. 
He performed the tenor-part as “Mark Wang” part at The Royal 
Performance of Sunnaas Rehabilitation Hospital, Norway �004, The 
Great Hall of the People , with China National Opera in Beijing 
�00�, in Central Park, New York City and Sorg Opera House, Ohio,  
and at the EU-premiere in Brussels, Residence Palace Theatre �006.
He is currently taking a Masters-degree in classical singing and his 
own composition-works at the Music Conservatory of  Kristiansand.

Born in Buenos Aires (Argentina) �9th. December 1943.
Educated in Chile and Spain. Music, languages, art, architecture and film.
Speaks Spanish, Italian, English, French, Danish, Norwegian.

From 197� to 1990, Daniel Bohr established himself in Scandinavia respectively as: 
Activities as teacher and coach for the Danish Film School in 
Copenhagen, The Royal Danish Music Conservatory and the Royal Opera 
Academy in Copenhagen; Artistic Director of Den Jyske Opera (the National Touring Opera of 
Denmark); Artistic Director and General Manager of the Aalborg Theatre, Denmark; Artistic 
Director and General Manager of the Bergen International Festival, Norway; Freelance director 
and producer .

Daniel Bohr
 

Thomas Stanghelle

................................................................................................................................................................

Jiapeng Mark Wang 

At age of 1�, Jiapeng Mark Wang personally experienced an airplane-
crash accident, the young boy had ever since had to face life with 
both paralyzed legs due to badly spinal cord injury. After threatening 
of death, pain, fear, with determination of not giving up to stand 
up with his own legs to walk again, Mark spent � years at China 
Rehabilitation Center. With the dream to be able to come back to 
school again, he studied hard during these � years with help from his 
mother. 

In 1997, during HM Norwegian Queen Sonja’s state visit to China, HM gave a special scholarship 
to one disabled student to study at Nordic United World College. After a competitive selection, 
Mark received this opportunity to attend Nordic United World College as the first Chinese 
Student among students from over 80 nations. 

The airplane accident has made Mark both legs paralyzed, but he constantly challenged the 
limitations. During his first year coming to Norway, he won two gold medals from 36th World  
Handicapped People Skii Competition, he has ‘Run’ few times New York Marathon, and together 
with Norwegian Marathon-Hero Ketil Moe, they succeeded to open the first Beijing marathon for 
disabled people. 
 
Today Mark continues working with Ketil’s ‘unfinished dream’ to encourage as many disabled 
people as possible to overcome their difficulties worldwide.

Ketil Moe 

Ketil Moe from Lillesand in Norway, was born with the serious lung-disease Cystic Fibrosis. At 
the age of six, he was given few chances to survive. However, through a revolutionary training-
program given by his doctors, he became the longest living person ever with his severe kind of 
handicap. With great help from his inspirator, the “marathon-queen” Grete Waitz, Ketil Moe 
completed 14 New York City Marathons, the last two with both of his lungs transplanted. 
He also started his own race for both handicapped and able-bodied, together with four times 
Olympic Champion Johann Olav Koss, called the “Race for Life”. Ketil Moe passed away 
dramatically after his 14th New York City Marathon in 1999, 3� years old.

His work and visions still live stronger than ever.

................................................................................................................................................................

 Angel of Life ( Some Sunny Night )

Artistic Director : Daniel Bohr
Editor/Composer: Thomas Stanghelle
Queen Sonja by Zumulaiti(physically disabled)
Ketil Moe by Thomas Stanghelle
Mark Wang by Yang Haitao(visually impaired)
Accompanied by Visually Impaired Musicians of CDPPAT

Has directed productions, among others, for The Royal Opera House in Copenhagen, Saddlers 
Wells Theatre in London, Theatre des Champs Elysées in Paris, The Municipal Opera in 
Marseilles, The National Theatres in Spain, The Norwegian Theatre in Oslo, Bryggeteatret  and 
Chateau Neuf in Oslo, The Grand Opera in Gothenburg and almost every municipal theatre in 
Denmark and Norway.

Daniel Bohr has been portrayed in the danish Blå Bog, as well as in Who is Who in Europe, 
International Dictionary of Biography, International Book of Distinguished Leadership, The 
International Book of Honour (American Biographical Institute) and the Norwegian Who is 
Who in Culture.
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Yang Haitao, Hui nationality, was born in 198� in Ningxia Hui Autonomous 
Region. This young man with a pair of large eyes has never seen light since he was 
born.

Although he lost his eyesight, Yang Haitao has strong capabilities of hearing, 
imitating and memory. Just listening to songs of different languages for several 
times, he can imitate them as same as the original ones. In the past five years, he 
visited more than 30 countries on five continents and sang famous local songs in 
more than 10 languages. Audience was all captivated by his voice. 

In the stage performance My Dream, he sings the solo songs, duet songs and 
chorus as well as accompanies and dubs for Peking Opera At the Crossroads. 

Zumulaiti, Uygur nationality, Bachelor of Arts, was born in the Xinjiang Uygur 
Autonomous Region. She lost the capability of walking independently at the age of 
two due to poliomyelitis.

As the singer for solo songs, duet songs and chorus, she visited America, Canada, 
Japan, Spain, Qatar and many other countries to perform. With mellow and fruity 
voice and profound accomplishment in self-cultivation, she decodes The Code of 
Life:
Thanks to kindness, life becomes beautiful
Thanks to love, life carries on
Thanks to compassion, life is endowed with value
Thanks to a grateful heart, life is filled with joy and delight
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This group of  visually 
impaired children

rearrange and orchestrate 
music all by themselves.

They play traditions 
and customs of different 

nations.

Since the latest three years,
they have visited more 

than �0 countries
to greet the world they 

cannot see.

Visually Impaired Musicians
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In the spring of 2007, Thomas Stanghelle visited Beijing twice, composing the Opera-musical Angel of Life 
together with China Disabled People’s Performing Art Troupe.




